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Figure 1: a. The Leader is the gaze input resource that we get two-dimensional x and y coordinates by having him wear a Pupil
CORE eye tracker. b. The Follower follows the transparent circle that represents the gaze movements of the leader.
the follower (person who follows the eye gaze of the leader). We
report the results of an initial user test and discuss future works.

ABSTRACT
Can we see the world through the eyes of somebody else? We
present an early work to transfer eye gaze from one person to
another. Imagine you can follow the eye gaze of an instructor while
explaining a complex work step, or you can experience a painting
like an expert would: Your gaze is directed to the important parts
and follows the appropriate steps. In this work, we explore the
possibility to transmit eye-gaze information in a subtle, unobtrusive
fashion between two individuals. We present an early prototype
consisting of an optical eye-tracker for the leader (person who
shares the eye gaze) and two monochrome see-through displays for
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crystal displays to share eye gaze unidirectional in real-time. (3) we
report insights of an initial user test and present future directions
for gaze-communication-related research.

INTRODUCTION

The sclera, the white in our eyes, is more prominent compared to
primates or other animals, enabling us to communicate and recognize gaze more efficiently [13]. We often rely on gaze information
in social situations, from learning over coordination to guessing
intentions [1, 12, 18, 23]. Yet, estimating the gaze of a person from
just their eye position is difficult, especially when we are engaging
in an unfamiliar task. Have you ever imagined seeing the world
from another perspective or the eyes of somebody else? In our
research, we aim at augmenting the social components of eye gaze
and searching for ways of sharing, transferring, and extending gaze
information.
Take an offline visual creative activity as an example, namely,
learning how to draw a sketch precisely and how to observe the
motif systematically. In general, due to our limited visual memory,
professional painters switch their gaze between their canvas and the
motif quickly and frequently to carry as much visual information
as they can observe [4]. That observational method enables professional painters to suppress perceptual (visual) constancy (color,
size). However, beginners of drawing are less likely to switch their
gaze from the motif and their canvas as many as experts do [4]. In
this context, gaze imitation is a powerful mechanism for transferring knowledge from a well trained one to an unskilled one [11].
Thus, one of the original ideas is to design a method that can synchronize the professional instructor’s gaze moving patterns and
the beginners’. Those indicate the potential that real-time gaze
synchronization can compensate or even enhance both online and
offline communication experiences.
There are a lot of works dealing with gaze visualization in virtual
reality, augmented reality, mixed reality, and real-world environments [17, 20, 22, 24]. Efficient visual guidance could contribute
to reducing cognitive load while conducting visual search activities [15], as well as [3] used HoloLens for augmented collaboration
under co-design scenarios in shared space. Shared gaze was used
to improve robot performance as well [19]. It was also found that
gaze information strongly reflects the human interest or their attention [8]. Hata et al. [9] proposed a method to guide their users’
attention to the intended location without being noticed by using
subtle blur effects. Shared attention between two parts is also used
to modulate gaze following [2].
Researches regarding ocular activities such as saccadic eye movements and smooth pursuit suggest the potentials that we can leverage those inherent properties to build better or reshape our visual
experience. The phenomenon that saccades can be triggered voluntarily or involuntarily [21] indicates the possibility to synchronize
gaze explicitly or implicitly. Regarding leveraging smooth pursuit
to build gaze interaction, [5] enables hands-free interaction while
using smartwatches.
We propose GazeSync, a gaze movement transferring device
that synchronizes gaze movements between the leader side and
follower side, which will be described in detail in the following
paragraphs. The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) we
present the concept of GazeSync which is using wearable smart
eyewear to synchronize gaze movements from one user (leader) to
another user (follower), (2) we present an initial, fully functional
prototype using an optical eye tracker and 2 monochrome liquid
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IMPLEMENTATION

As the gaze synchronization material, we use two monochrome
Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs), similar to the ones used by [10]
for the generation of a semi-transparent layer in between the real
world and our eyes to suppress excessively bright illumination, see
figure 2B. We design a pattern that can work as blurry effects [9]
to induce the user to move their gaze to the unobscured area or
the relatively high-resolution area, see figure 2C. To track the eye
movements as well as to generate the corresponding data of eye activities, we use Pupil Core Eye Tracker [14, 16]. It is widely used in
various studies such as [6, 7, 26] because of its robust eye-tracking
performance. To have the eye movement tracking cameras detect
eyeball movements successfully and stably through the LCD panels, we replaced the original camera arms with our re-designed 3D
printed ones, which made sure that we can set the cameras at a relatively optimal angle to detect the pupils. To decide the appropriate
interpupillary distance and the radius of the transparent circle, we
follow [25] and set 8cm as the interpupillary distance and 30 pixels
as the radius of the transparent circle.
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INITIAL TEST

As an initial usability test, we recruit two male graduate students
to test our gaze synchronization glasses, one of them assigned as
the leader (white-mask male), the other as a follower (black-mask
male). The leader wore a Pupil Core to obtain the data of his gaze
movements. To generate a Cartesian coordinate system to get the x
and y coordinates of gaze, we set four Apriltag Markers on a vertical
1.2m x 1.8m whiteboard in front of him, the distance between the
front camera of his Pupil Core and the vertical whiteboard is 50cm.
Then we conduct calibration of gaze movement, making sure we
can obtain stable and reliable x and y coordinates from the leader.
Meanwhile, the follower wears our customized Pupil Core with
two transparent monochrome LCD attached on the Pupil Core
frame as the lenses, in which we displayed a peripheral-black but
center-transparent pattern, see figure 1b, for both left and right
lenses.
We take two steps to test the synchronization. In the first step,
the experimenter gives directional signs in Japanese to the leader
(native Japanese), e.g., slowly moving your gaze up, down, left, or
right and back to the center. The follower is a non-Japanese student
having little Japanese experience, which prevents him from being
distracted by the language signal. Both the leader and the follower
could not see each other so that the follower does not have access
to the leader’s gaze directly. To further make sure that the follower
would not be affected by external visual stimuli, we require him to
face a whiteboard that covers his entire field of view. As the step
two, to test their synchronization performance over natural gaze
patterns, we ask the leader to move his eye freely and observe the
corresponding eye movements of the follower.
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Figure 2: Demonstration of gaze Sync and its Configuration. A. indicates how we map the leader’s gaze to the follower, such
as the directional signs that the experimenter gave to the leader, slowly looking up, slowly looking down, slowly looking
right, and slowly looking right, meanwhile, the follower reacted as the corresponding directions. B. demonstrate the gaze
synchronization working flow.
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smooth pursuit and involuntary subtle gaze guiding. Nevertheless, based on the feedback and visual observations, our device is
performing reasonably well and does allow a certain level of eye
movement synchronization. In the future, we will work on reducing the system latency and evaluate the synchronization levels in a
more quantifiable way.

INSIGHTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the observational result and the oral feedback from
the follower, if the movement of the transparent circle (corresponding to the leader’s eye movement) is too fast, the follower was not
able to chase it. On the other hand, if the speed of the movement is
moderate and smooth, it is relatively easy for him to follow the transparent region. Besides, this current prototype is somewhat heavier
than ordinary glasses and its design did not distribute well the pressure on his nose. Also, we observed an obvious delay between the
leader and the follower despite the devices being controlled over
the RS-232 link via USB cables. Besides, to generate a virtual surface
as the x and y coordinate plane, this current prototype requires a
front camera which is somewhat sensitive regarding privacy when
using it in public space.
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